
Al-Hakeem: Basra province is the real message of coexistence among Iraqis

On Thursday 1st of March 2012, Sayeed Amar al-Hakeem, the head of the Islamic Supreme Council

of Iraq met the representative of the Sunni Affairs Endowment in the southern region, scholars,

elders and tribal leaders in the grand mosque of Basra. His Eminance indicated that Basra

Province is a message of genuine coexistence among Iraqi citizens from different backgrounds,

adding that Iraq’s destiny is to hold all its multiplicity ethnic groups, ideologies, political

orientations and diverse tribal, noting that this feeling is a cause of proud of belonging to

Islam and the homeland

The head of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, indicated that Iraq’s role appears to the

surface of the Arab regional relations because Iraq had passed part of its issues, to confirm

that the Arab summit and the name of Iraq will be presented to lead the Arab action and take a

regionally and internationally excellent role in the future

 Al-Hakeem called on to address the political problems that will contribute to maintain the

construction and functioning so as to stay coherent and favourable investment opportunities,

stressing at the same time, the need to organize the political and service project to avoid

missing any opportunity for advancement and development in the country

 His Eminence added “our victory is a victory for everyone because we are one entity and part

of one community, so it’s the responsibility of every one to have Iraq out of the current

situation in order to achieve the aspire goals of the Iraqi people”

The Sheikhs, dignitaries and the scholars promised al-Hakeem during the meeting to have a

moderation speech and talks in the mosques to encourage peace, unity and solidarity and that to

have the mosques as of airstrip for peace and unity

The southern region SAE representative delivered his speech in which he praised Sayeed Amar al-

Hakeem’s moderate speech on follow-up the Cultural Forum's weekly speeches of His Eminence

every Wednesday


